
★ HK MORLAB company provides China CCC certification and other certifications for you sincerely! ★ 

Dear friends,  

This is Luis. Chen from Hong Kong MORLAB Company, I am writing this e-mail to seek 

cooperation opportunities, and we would like to build cooperation relationship and be business 

partners with you .As a start, I would like to do a brief introduction for MORLAB first. 

MORLAB group is the authoritative lab engaged in testing and certification services for 

electronics and consuming products. Accredited by CNAS NVLAP and TAF, MORLAB Group 

has obtained authorizations from domestic and international certification bodies, and has test 

labs and representative offices are located in Hong Kong , Beijing, Shanghai ,Shenzhen, 

Chengdu, Xiamen , Xi’an, Taipei, Russia, Japan, Tianjin， Dongguan and Jiangsu as well as 

some global Partnership organizations  

With over 20 years experience in Chinese certification, MORLAB provides clients 

one-stop service in CCC, CQC, SRRC and CTA certification to IT, AV, telecom, wireless 

communication devices, as well as PV module and batteries. Moreover, MORLAB is capable 

to complete regulatory certificate such as CE, ROHS, FCC, OFTA, JAPAN TELEC, JATE, 

SASO, NTRA, ICASA, SIRIM, A-Tick etc, and these certificates provide great help for products 

made in China to meet relevant requirements so as to enter international market. 

Besides providing solution to TBT, MORLAB helps clients to ensure products safety and 

performance. MORLAB is a CATL(CTIA Authorized Test Lab), a CBTL(CB Test Lab), 

BQTL(Bluetooth Qualification Testing Lab), and is approved test lab of UL, MET, TUV, TRAC. 

Services including but not limited to SAR, HAC、 CTIA OTA, IEEE1725, REACH, GCF, PTCRB, 

Energy Star, CEC, 

MORLAB administrates and guarantees the daily running of lab in strict accordance with 

the international standard ISO/IEC 17025. Advanced testing facilities and experts in industry 

ensure your products meet different requirement in different countries and regions. Along with 

solid background in certificate and testing, MORLAB is always dedicated to offer the best 

on-stop service to our clients. 

The qualifications that MORLAB has: 

1. China metrology authentication qualified units (CMA) 

2. Approved laboratory by China national laboratory accreditation council (CNAS) 

3. Approved by OFTA of Hong Kong 

4. Approved by the American NVLAP 

5. MORLAB is a CBTL for battery and IT/AV products. 

6. MORLAB is the Bluetooth Qualification lab - BQTL for BQB certification and SIG 

appointed lab 

7. North America FCC/IC registered laboratory 

8. The United States energy star program approved laboratory 

9. Approved by UL/MET/ITS of America 

10. Approved by Japanese VCCI and COSMOS 
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11. Approved by BABT/ NEMKO/Phoniex / Trac / SIQ / TUV /Timco / Telefication from 

Europe 

12. MORLAB is the laboratory approved by The California CEC 

13. Approved by the United States consumer commission (CPSC)  

14. By Australia RTA recognition 

15. Get the Vietnamese government designated by the laboratory 

16. Approved laboratory by Luxembourg E/e-Mark 

17. MORLAB has GCF, CDG lab. Member of GCF 

18. MORLAB is the CATL- CTIA Authorized Testing Laboratory for OTA testing and CTIA 

IEEE1625/1725 certification 

19. MORLAB has the capabilities in EMC, Safety, Reliability, Digital TV, Vehicle, Battery, 

Chemistry, Wireless products. 

MORLAB is capable to do the following four major fields of the tests: 

 Test to environmental and mechanical reliability  

 Radio and telecom test  

 Chemical and environmental protection test  

 Safety and energy efficiency. 

 

MORLAB Provides MORLAB Business 

Abilities 

MORLAB Productions fields 

In the technology area, MORLAB 

has great accumulation, can 

satisfy the customer to all kinds of 

needs 

For the different needs, 

MORLAB can always work out 

suitable solutions 

Combined with your product, 

MORLAB can quickly to provide you 

with professional advice 

Inspection and testing 

business 

The requirements for radio 

frequency to use 

Wireless communication 

products 

Telecommunications 

network requirement 

Link to telecommunications 

network products 

Domestic and international 

authentication business 

Electronic appliances 

safety requirements 

Toys 

Toy safety requirements Textile 

Consulting and agency 

service 

EMC requirements Lamps and lanterns 

The requirements for 

effective use of energy 

Vehicle-mounted electronic 

equipments 

Testing materials and testing 

tools 

Environmental requirement Batteries 

Environment and 

mechanical reliability 

requirements 

Electronic instruments 

Calibration Services The requirements for health Software 

Product functional 

requirements 

Chemicals and materials 
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Mandatory 

Certification 

 

 

 

 

 

International 

certification 

 

Aspects Scheme 

North 

America 

FCC Safety certificate CS/UL/MET 

 FDA MRTL 

IC CB 

Europe CE GS 

ROHS E-MARK 

REACH ENEC 

e-Mark CTIA 

Asia-Pacific CCC Energy efficiency 

certification 

ENERGY STAR 

PSE CEC energy 

SAA MEPS 

OFTA ERP 

SIRIM CHINA energy 

IDA The certification to 

performance 

PTCRB 

GHOT-R BQB 

MIR(TELEC) GCF 

MIR(JATE) WiFi mark 

RCM(A/C-Tick) USB mark 

BSMI&NCC CTIA 

SASO CQC 

CTA VCCI 

Latin America 

and Africa 

NTRA NFC 

SONCAP Others PV TUV 

NOM ISTA 
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Major clients: 

 

 

For more information about MORLAB，please visit the web: 

http://www.morlab.cn/en/index.html 

If you want to know more about our company and services provided, you can 

follow this website: http://baike.baidu.com/view/1126794.htm 

Thank you for your time reading about MORLAB. Your attention and support for 

MORLAB will be greatly appreciated! We are looking forward to hearing from you. 

Best regards, 

Luis. Chen 

Marketing Manager 

Telephone : ＋852-69489211 

Fax ：＋852-69489211 

Mobile:  852-69115738 

E-mail: Luis.chen@morlab.com 

MSN: chenlinbin_bupt@hotmail.com 

http://www.morlab.cn/en/index.html
http://baike.baidu.com/view/1126794.htm
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